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Abstract: Due to their broken symmetry, chiral plasmonic nanostructures have unique optical properties and numerous
applications. However, there is still a lack of comprehension regarding how chirality transfer occurs between circularly
polarized light (CPL) and these structures. Here, we thoroughly investigate the plasmon-assisted growth of chiral
nanoparticles from achiral Au nanocubes (AuNCs) via CPL without the involvement of any chiral molecule stimulators.
We identify the structural chirality of our synthesized chiral plasmonic nanostructures using circular differential
scattering (CDS) spectroscopy, which is correlated with scanning electron microscopy imaging at both the single-particle
and ensemble levels. Theoretical simulations, including hot-electron surface maps, reveal that the plasmon-induced
chirality transfer is mediated by the asymmetric distribution of hot electrons on achiral AuNCs under CPL excitation.
Furthermore, we shed light on how this plasmon-induced chirality transfer can also be utilized for chiral growth in
bimetallic systems, such as Ag or Pd on AuNCs. The results presented here uncover fundamental aspects of chiral light-
matter interaction and have implications for the future design and optimization of chiral sensors and chiral catalysis,
among others.

Introduction

Chirality, the geometrical concept describing one object is
non-superimposable on its mirror image, plays a crucial role
in biology and chemistry.[1–3] The interaction of chiral matter

with circularly polarized light (CPL), known as the chirop-
tical property, is essential for exploring and manifesting
chirality.[4–6] However, the utilization of chiroptical proper-
ties for chiral organic molecules is limited by the inherently
weak light-matter interaction, which arises from their small
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size and, consequently, small optical cross-sections relative
to the wavelength of light.[7–8] Recently, chiral plasmonic
nanostructures have drawn tremendous interest due to their
unique ability to enhance chiroptical properties based on
localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR), leading to
various potential applications in fields such as photonics,
asymmetric catalysis, enantioselective separation, chiroptical
sensing, and chiral plasmonic devices.[4,8–27] Moreover, study-
ing the evolution of chiral plasmonic nanostructures, which
exhibit distinctive chiroptical responses, could provide new
tools for investigating the origin of life and the asymmetric
properties of matter.[2–3]

Chirality transfer from a chiral entity to an achiral entity
can occur via Coulomb interactions (dipole and multipole),
such as those between non-chiral nanocrystals and chiral
molecular complexes;[4,28–31] the growth of chiral plasmonic
seeds under the stimulation of chiral molecules;[12,32–37] or the
formation of chiral nanostructures influenced by the plas-
monic coupling between CPL and matter.[19,38–41] Chirality
transfer has the potential to drive enantioselective chemical
reactions, help construct chiral nanostructures with unique
chiral optical properties and enable their applications.[4,8–27]

In this regard, there have been numerous efforts to under-
stand the underlying mechanisms in chirality transfer and to
develop chiral plasmonic nanostructures to enhance such
effects.[19,38–41] Despite the remarkable achievements on the
synthesis of chiral plasmonic nanoparticles through chirality
transfer, some deficiencies in previous studies still impede a
clear comprehension of plasmon-induced chirality transfer
and the fabrication of better chiral plasmonic nanostruc-
tures. For instance, chiral light-matter interactions can be
partially counteracted by the free three-dimensional rota-
tions of nanoparticles during their growth in solutions, thus
reducing their final structural chirality.[19,38,40,42] In addition,
the presence of chiral molecules in the synthesis can
stimulate molecule-induced chirality transfer, complexing
the research system.[19,40–41]

To settle these problems, it is necessary to design a
chirality transfer experiment with controlled chiral entities.
Here, we systematically investigate a plasmon-driven syn-
thesis for chiral growth of nanoparticles via illumination of
achiral nanoparticles with CPL without any chiral molecule
stimulators. We use Au nanocubes (AuNCs), stabilized by
achiral ligands,[43] as seeds for preparing chiral nanostruc-
tures. The chiral nanoparticles are synthesized under CPL in
the presence of Au3+ thus inducing chiral growth by hot
electrons (HEs) with chiral distributions on the surface of
the AuNCs, and methanol (MeOH) serves as a hole
scavenger. Both left (L) and right (R) AuNCs enantiomers
(LAuNCs and RAuNCs, respectively) are successfully
synthesized with left- and right-circularly polarized (LCP
and RCP) light. To investigate the chiroptical properties of
the obtained chiral nanostructures, we utilize single-particle
circular differential scattering (CDS) spectroscopy, which
allows us to correlate the chiroptical properties of our
nanostructures with theoretical calculations modeling the
spatial distribution of hot-carriers in single AuNCs.[4–6] Also,
to accurately determine the chirality-transfer mechanism, it
is pivotal to move beyond ensemble measurements, as the

structure–performance relation needs to be determined, and
as such single-particle measurements are expedient. CDS
spectroscopy reveals that the synthesized AuNCs illumi-
nated with CPL exhibited intrinsic chiroptical properties,
while their counterparts (UAuNCs) grown under unpolar-
ized (UP) light did not elicit such properties. Through
computational models, we illustrate the microscopic charac-
ter of the chirality transfer mechanism from light to matter
and use them to attribute this role to the chiral distribution
of HEs in the AuNCs, which promotes plasmon-induced
chemical reactions driving the entire particle system towards
a specific chirality. Our experimental measurements and
theoretical simulations clarify this plasmon-induced chirality
transfer mechanism, which enables the fabrication of chiral
plasmonic nanostructures without the engagement of chiral
molecules.

Noteworthily, this plasmon-induced chirality transfer can
also occur for the growth of other metals on AuNCs. This
prompts us to implement hybrid chiral plasmonic nano-
materials, which can facilitate enhanced enantioselective
recognition, chiroplasmonic sensing, and polarization-de-
pendent photochemistry.[44–46] We explore the chiral growth
of Ag and Pd on AuNCs, and both present chiral
morphologies and clear chiroptical properties, highlighting
the wide applicability of this chiral synthesis method.

Results and Discussion

Plasmon-Directed Growth of Chiral Au Nanostructures

To examine the chirality transfer between CPL and matter,
we developed a plasmon-driven synthesis of chiral Au
nanostructures. Our procedure, based on the plasmon-
driven nanoparticle growth process by HE-mediated reduc-
tion reactions,[19,40–41,47–48] was intentionally designed to un-
ravel the plasmon excitation effect during the chirality
transfer. In a typical synthesis, achiral AuNCs seeds with an
average length of 75 nm, which were synthesized using a
previously reported method,[43] were adsorbed onto an
indium tin oxide (ITO) coated glass slide (Scheme 1, Fig-
ure 1a, Figure S1). To synthesize chiral Au nanostructures,
we prepared an aqueous solution containing HAuCl4,
MeOH, and Polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP, the capping agent
and stabilizer) as a growth solution, then illuminated the
substrate with CPL generated with laser light at a wave-
length of 600 nm. In the photochemical growth mechanism,
PVP adsorbed on the Au surface can prolong the hot-
electron lifetime and promote the multi-electron reduction
of HAuCl4 with slow kinetics, and MeOH can scavenge the
hot holes.[48]

Unlike previous strategies for asymmetric photo-medi-
ated synthesis - which were based on molecular-induced
chirality transfer[19,40–41] — we conducted the reactions with-
out any chiral molecules to clarify the origin of chirality
transfer. The reactions were also performed on a substrate
rather than in a colloidal solution, in order to spatially
resolve the interaction between the incident CPL and the
plasmonic nanoparticles. We achieved this by fixing the
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orientation of the nanoparticles during growth.[49] The
growth solution was left undisturbed on the ITO plate in a
room temperature reactor, subsequently, the samples were
exposed to illumination for 20 minutes (Scheme 1, see
Supporting Information S1.3 & S1.4 for more experimental
details). Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of the
products clearly confirm the inherent asymmetric morphol-
ogy of the synthesized nanostructures with average particle
sizes of (150�8) nm, (152�6) nm, and (126�8) nm for UP,
RCP, and LCP illumination, respectively (Figure 1b–d, Fig-
ure S2).

To prove that this asymmetric growth is based on
chirality transfer from CPL, we measured the optical
properties of each nanostructure with a home-made single-
particle CDS spectroscopy setup (Figure S3, see Supporting
Information S1.5 for more experimental details), which in
contrast to ensemble techniques, allows for the correlation
between SEM images and chiroptical responses of individual
structures.[4–5,12] Furthermore, performing single-particle lev-
el analysis can improve our understanding of the mechanism
and strength of light-matter interactions in this system. Up
to now, many researchers have reported on the use of
single-particle spectroscopy to improve the sensitivity and
detection limit of chiral sensing.[4–5,50–53] Despite these
advantages, a few artifacts could occur in the measurement
of single-particle CDS spectroscopy, such as the orientation
of nanostructures relative to the axes of the CPL and also
strong linear dichroism interfering with the circular dichro-
ism (CD) signal if the input beam is slightly elliptical.[5,52] To
assess these potential artifacts in our measurements, we
measured both single-particle (red dotted areas) and
ensemble (yellow dotted area) scattering to compare the
optical properties of each nanoparticle (Figure 1e). Taken

together, ensemble averaging can eliminate statistical arti-
facts during CDS measurements, though it would also
average out the interesting features of single-particle optical
properties.

Interestingly, each nanoparticle displayed intrinsic opti-
cal properties that were strongly correlated with the polar-
ization of illuminated light during growth. We observed that
the synthesized AuNCs grown under CPL exhibited intrinsic
chiroptical performance. The maximum LSPR peak of
LAuNCs, RAuNCs, and UAuNCs appeared at 657, 692, and
730 nm, respectively, and the peak position of each NC was
red-shifted compared to the one at 590 nm for achiral
AuNCs (Figure 1f). The redshift of the LSPR peak is well
explained by the increasing size of the particles during
growth.[54] Single-particle CDS indicates that LAuNCs and
RAuNCs, when illuminated with left- and right-circularly
polarized photons, exhibit negative and positive CDS signals
in the visible range, respectively. In contrast, AuNCs and
UAuNCs exhibited low and irregular chiroptical activities in
CDS measurements, suggesting their lack of structural
chirality (Figure 1g, Figure S4 and 5). Based on the AuNC
CDS measurements, the other CDS values lower than
AuNCs could be ignored, considering that AuNCs are
expected to show achiral properties and such results may be
attributed to measurement error. Additionally, we clarified
the weak chiroptical activity of UAuNCs through simulation
(Figure S8). The weak chirality of UAuNCs was induced by
the random clusters formation and growth on AuNCs, where
the symmetry cancels out, resulting in low chirality. These
chiroptical responses of each NC were also well reproduced
in the ensemble scattering measurements (Figure 1h–i),
confirming the accuracy of our results obtained from the
single-particle analysis. The synthesized LAuNCs and
RAuNCs exhibited complex shapes in the SEM images;
nevertheless, they did display preferred handedness based
on their CDS, with positive for RAuNCs and negative for
LAuNCs (Figure S4, 6, and 7), which suggests the existence
of localized photochemical reactions that enable chirality
transfer. To further confirm the chiral morphology of our
nanoparticles, we performed rotated and tilted SEM charac-
terizations of a representative single particle (Figure S9).

Theoretical Calculations of Polarization-Dependent Plasmonic
Properties of Au Nanocubes

To interpret in detail how this chirality transfer occurs, we
calculated the absorption, scattering, and HE generation
rate spectra of achiral AuNCs using COMSOL simulations
(see Supporting Information S1.6 for further details on the
calculations). The theoretical model of the AuNC was built
with an edge length of 75 nm, corresponding to its exper-
imentally observed size (Figure 2a and Figure S1). First, to
validate our single-particle dark field scattering measure-
ments are well-established, we simulated the absorption and
scattering of AuNCs on ITO plates in air (Figure 2b). The
theoretical scattering peak position of the AuNCs was
placed at 596 nm, which is in very good accordance with the
experimental scattering peak position (590 nm) observed in

Scheme 1. Schematic illustration for the plasmon-induced chiral growth
from an achiral AuNC. Depending on the LCP and RCP illumination,
AuNCs on the ITO substrate exhibit different hot electron generation
surface profiles to induce local growth. In the local growth, hot
electrons reduce Au3+ ion to Au0 metal, and hot holes are consumed
by hole scavenger (methanol in our system).
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Figure 1. Characterization of plasmon-induced chiral growth of AuNCs. (a-d) Representative SEM images of AuNC (gold nanocubes before
growth); UAuNC, RAuNC, and LAuNC (gold nanocubes after growth under UP, RCP, and LCP illumination). (e) Correlated SEM image (upper
panel) and dark-field scattering image (lower panel) for single-particle CD scattering measurements (red dotted areas) and for ensemble CD
scattering measurements (yellow dotted area). The inset scale bar indicates 10 μm. (f-i) Normalized CD scattering spectra (solid line, LCP; dashed
line, RCP) and differential CD scattering (CDS) spectra of different NPs are shown. (f–g) The corresponding single-particle spectra of each NC
displayed in (a–d) and (h–i) the ensemble spectra of each NC are shown.

Figure 2. Theoretical optical properties and polarization-dependent HE generation rates of an AuNC. (a) Schematic illustration of theoretical
simulation model for characterizing the optical properties of a 75 nm-sized AuNC. Calculated absorption and scattering spectra of a model AuNC
in (b) air and (c) water. (d) Calculated wavelength-dependent HE generation rate spectrum of AuNC. The excitation wavelength λex used in the
experiments is shown as a yellow dotted line. (e–g) Surface maps showing HE generation rates on a log scale for a model AuNC in water under (e)
UP, (f) RCP, and (g) LCP illumination, respectively. (h) Calculated surface CD map for differential HE rates of AuNC between RCP and LCP. The
excitation wavelength (λex) for HE surface maps (e–h) is 600 nm.
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our single-AuNC dark-field scattering measurements (Fig-
ure 1f).

Next, to study local photochemistry at the surfaces of
AuNCs, we simulated the plasmonic properties of achiral
AuNCs in water. This environment is analogous to the
conditions for our photochemical reactions. As shown in
Figure 2c, the main LSPR peak red-shifted when compared
to the air condition as the refractive index of the surround-
ing dielectric medium increased.[55] The computed absorp-
tion spectrum of the AuNC manifests two absorption bands
(Figure 2c), indicating the excitation of dipolar and higher-
order plasmon modes. We understand the physical process
of chiral growth as driven by a hot carrier injection
mechanism, enabled by the strong electric field at the NC’s
surface due to its plasmonic resonance.[42,56] The HE
generation rate spectrum reflects these two plasmon bands
as well (Figure 2d). To unveil the mechanism of chiral
growth, we further map the spatial distribution of HE
generation rates depending on the state of polarization of
light at 600 nm excitation, the wavelength we chose to drive
the plasmon-induced chemical reaction. The symmetrical
distribution of the surface map of the HE generation rate
for UP excitation (Figure 2e) supports the expectation of an
achiral growth under such conditions. Simultaneously, the
HE surface maps show asymmetries for both types of CPL
illumination (Figure 2f and g), which should lead to the HE-
induced growth of chiral particles. The asymmetry between
the two maps (LCP and RCP) is clear but subtle. The
differential (i.e., CD) HE rates map, displayed in Figure 2h,
more explicitly reveals the spatial origins of a seed-like

growth of chiral patterns promoted by the HEs. This
illustrates the spatial differentiation beginning with achiral
NCs, which illuminated with opposite polarizations of CPL,
leads to a small initial asymmetric growth that can be
amplified through continued excitation and material deposi-
tion.

Chiral Evolution of Au Nanostructures

To further elucidate the mechanism of chirality transfer
from the CPL to the NCs on substrates, we acquired
correlated SEM images and CDS spectra at various time-
evolution stages. After 1 min of RCP illumination (Fig-
ure 3a), some Au3+ ions were already reduced to Au0, and
small clusters grew locally in the hot-spot areas near the
vertices and edges of AuNCs, where the strongly localized
HEs could proceed with the plasmon-driven chemical
reactions (Figure 2f). Upon prolonged illumination, the
AuNCs grew into more intricate shapes (Figure 3b and c)
due to the varying optical properties during the cluster
formation and nanoparticle growth. This unique chiral
growth differs from previously reported chiral growth of
semiconductor PbO2 on Au nanocuboids.

[43–44] Typically, the
lattice mismatch between metals and semiconductors with
distinct lattice constants presents an obstacle to epitaxial
growth.[57] In our growth system with just one type of metal,
there is no lattice mismatch for the growth, enabling the
growth of nanoparticles to follow well the chirally distrib-
uted HEs on their surfaces. While the area around the edges

Figure 3. Time-dependent plasmon-induced chiral growth of AuNCs. Representative SEM images of RAuNCs collected at different reaction times
during RCP illumination for (a) 1 min, (b) 3 min, and (c) 10 min. The overlayered orange square indicates a 75 nm-sized AuNC. (d) The
corresponding normalized scattering spectra for 1 min (black), 3 min (red), and 10 min (blue) from single-particle scattering experiments. Time
evolution of the CDS spectra of RAuNCs at each growth time (e) at the single-particle and (f) ensemble levels.
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and vertices is small compared to the overall area, the HE
generation rate there is high. In contrast, the area of the
facets is much larger, but the HE generation rate is
relatively low. This leads to a differentiated picture for the
plasmon-induced chemical reaction rates of material deposi-
tion over the entire NC surface. Consequently, these varying
growth rates at the edges, vertices, and facets of the AuNCs
can result in complex shapes of the final chiral nano-
structures. To ascertain that each NC retains its intrinsic
chirality during nanoparticle growth through plasmon-driven
chemical reactions, we measured the single-particle scatter-
ing spectra and calculated their respective CDS. As the
illumination time increased, the LSPR peak of each RAuNC
was red-shifted to 671 nm (1 min), 677 nm (3 min), and
688 nm (10 min), compared to the initial AuNC peak at
590 nm (Figure 3d). This phenomenon can be mainly
attributed to the increase in nanoparticle size, leading to the
red-shifted LSPR peak position.[57] Additionally, the single-
particle and ensemble CDS intensity increased and main-
tained a positive CDS signal during the RCP-plasmon-
induced chiral growth (Figure 3e and f). These time
evolution-supported findings indicate how the chirality
transfer through plasmon-driven chemical reactions oc-
curred in our system. We propose that the reduction of Au
ions occurs through the involvement of HEs generated on
the surface of the AuNCs during CPL illumination. To
further confirm the mediation of HEs in the localized
growth process, we proceeded with the reactions by varying
the power of CPL illumination (Figure S10). The prepared
RAuNC with a power density of 141 μW/cm2 illumination,
which is a lower power density compared to its counterpart
under 846 μW/cm2, shows a much smaller size as well as
smaller clusters on the surface of nanocubes. The lower
intensity of CPL illumination results in less HEs generation,
which in turn reduces the chiral growth on achiral AuNCs.
Under dark conditions, negligible growth of nanoparticles
was observed on the surface of the AuNCs due to the
absence of reducing agents in our reaction system (Fig-
ure S11a and b). In the absence of a hole scavenger in the
solution, we observed significantly less nanoparticle growth
compared to the conditions where a hole scavenger was
present (Figure S11c). From these results, we deduce that
HEs indeed predominantly mediate the localized growth on
the AuNCs. These HEs could further induce the chirality
transfer from light to matter through plasmon-driven
chemical reactions.

The photothermal and hot-carrier mechanisms have
sparked numerous debates in the field of plasmonic-assisted
photocatalysis,[58–60] however, in our system, such observable
site-selective growth of Au on the AuNCs serves as addi-
tional evidence for the HE-mediated mechanism. Because
of the high thermal conductivity of metals, heat transfer by
free electrons inside metals has priority over phonon-
assisted flow via surface-adsorbed molecules. We thus
expect that photothermal heat effects on the surface of the
AuNCs play a subordinate role in the chiral material
deposition.[61] Even if some reactions were heat-induced, the
heat would quickly delocalize and the reactions would occur

homogeneously on the surfaces of the AuNCs, which cannot
explain the localized growth we observed.

Effect of Wavelength on Chiral Evolution

To further clarify the role of hot-electron generation in
plasmon-induced chirality transfer, we prepared 100 nm-
sized AuNCs. This size of AuNC, compared to 75 nm,
enables the selection of a scattering- or absorption-domi-
nated excitation regime depending on the incident wave-
length (Figure 4a and Figure S12). This prompted us to
study the wavelength dependence of chirality transfer
related to potential differences in HE generation. We
conducted plasmon-induced growth of the 100 nm AuNCs at
565 nm and 640 nm. Interestingly, we indeed observed a
difference in hot electron-mediated growth depending on
the incident wavelength. When illuminated at 565 nm, the
size of the chiral Au nanostructures was larger than those
illuminated with 640 nm (Figure 4b and c). Furthermore, the
scattering peak position was red-shifted for RCP illumina-
tion with 565 nm compared to 640 nm (Figure 4d). Also
here, the CDS spectra of each nanostructure clearly showed
positive CDS signals in both single-particle and ensemble
CDS measurements (Figure 4e and f). These results indicate
that plasmon-induced chirality transfer occurs in a wave-
length-dependent manner and that absorption is the domi-
nant pathway. We calculated HE mapping images of AuNC
under CPL with 565 nm and 640 nm (Figure 4g). Chiral-
distributed HEs were clearly observed on the surface of
AuNCs under CPL illumination at both wavelengths, driving
the plasmon-induced chiral growth. The HE generation rate
under 565 nm illumination was found to be twice that under
640 nm (Figure 4h), which explains the larger chiral growth
under 565 nm compared to that under 640 nm. Furthermore,
we computed the optical properties of the RAuNC model
that is built upon a theoretical methodology of photo-growth
processes in our previous work42 and reflects the geometry
of RAuNC after growth (Figure 4i). The computed normal-
ized scattering and CDS cross sections of chiral RAuNC and
achiral AuNC are depicted in Figure 4j and k. Compared
with achiral AuNC, the chiral RAuNC shows a red-shift in
the scattering and exhibits clear chiroptical behavior, which
is in good agreement with the experimental results.

Plasmon-induced chirality transfer in the bimetallic system

To assess the feasibility of plasmon-induced chirality trans-
fer across various metal growth systems, we conducted chiral
growth experiments on AuNCs using silver and palladium
precursors (AgNO3 and K2PdCl4). The chiral characteristics
of the NPs synthesized by AgNO3 (Ag-RAuNCs) and
K2PdCl4 (Pd-RAuNCs) under RCP illumination for 20 min
were investigated by SEM and single-particle CDS scatter-
ing measurement. Interestingly, we observed a successful
chirality transfer between different metals. Both Ag-
RAuNCs and Pd-RAuNCs exhibited more growth on one
side of the vertices, thereby breaking mirror symmetry and
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generating chirality (Figure 5a and b). The single-particle
scattering spectra (Figure 5c) show the LSPR peaks of these
chiral nanostructures were red-shifted to 607 nm (Pd-
RAuNCs) and 624 nm (Ag-RAuNCs), compared to the
original 75-nm AuNCs with 590 nm. Pd-RAuNCs and Ag-
RAuNCs both exhibited positive CDS signals following the
growth induced by RCP light, and the more asymmetric
shape of Pd-RAuNCs also resulted in higher CDS values
compared to Ag-RAuNCs (Figure 5d).

Notably, each bimetallic growth system shows different
chiral growth compared to the Au monometallic growth

system. The localized chiral growth of Ag on AuNCs
(Figure 5a) predominantly occurred at the vertices and
edges, recognized as hot-spot areas of AuNCs. However, the
20-min Ag chiral growth was less compared to its Au
counterpart (Figure 1c), resulting in the nanoparticle at an
early growth stage, similar to the 1-min RAuNC (Figure 3a).
In contrast, Pd exhibited selective growth near the vertices,
forming large Pd nanoparticles. These diverse growth trends
observed in bimetallic systems during the plasmon-induced
chemical reaction could arise from the different reduction
potentials of each precursor. The reduction potential of
[AuCl4]

� /Au pair (1.00 V versus RHE) is higher than Ag+/
Ag pair (0.80 V versus RHE) and [PdCl4]

2� /Pd pair (0.62 V
versus RHE),[62–63] so the chiral growth of Ag and Pd on
AuNCs is hard and requires hot electrons with higher
energy compared to that of Au on AuNCs. To verify this
point, we added excess NaBr to the HAuCl4 precursor to
replace the ligands of [AuCl4]

� and form [AuBr4]
� , which is

chemically more stable than [AuCl4]
� with lower reduction

potential ([AuBr4]
� /Au pair, 0.85 V versus RHE).[64] After

performing the plasmon-induced chiral growth with
[AuBr4]

� , we obtained very similar results to those for Ag-
RAuNCs (Figure S13). For Pd-RAuNCs, the morphology
could come not only from the low reduction potential of the
precursor but also from the lattice mismatch between Au
and Pd. Due to the different lattice constants of Au and Pd
(407 pm and 389 pm, respectively), Pd tends to grow more
on its own surface rather than on Au. Meanwhile Ag, with a
similar lattice constant (408 pm) to Au, exhibits growth
trends similar to that of Au.[63,65] Overall, the plasmon-
induced chirality transfer mechanism is also adapted to the
growth of other metals. However, further research is
required to achieve more asymmetric chiral nanostructures
with higher chiroptical responses by optimizing the synthetic
parameters of our hot-electron mediated chiral growth.

Conclusions

In summary, we have described a systematic investigation of
the plasmon-driven growth of chiral nanoparticles, achieved
through chirality transfer from CPL without the need for
chiral molecules. The chiroptical properties of the synthe-
sized chiral AuNCs were characterized using both ensemble
and single-particle CDS measurements, providing evidence
of their intrinsic chirality. The experimental observation of
plasmon-induced chirality transfer was supported by theo-
retical simulations based on the generation of chirally
distributed HEs resulting from the interaction between CPL
and achiral AuNCs. The chirally distributed HEs can induce
chirality transfer via light-matter interactions (i.e., localized
reduction of the Au precursor), leading to the formation of
chiral nanostructures. Moreover, this work provides further
insights into the synthesis of hybrid chiral nanomaterials,
like Ag-Au and Pd-Au, based on the plasmon-induced
chirality transfer mechanism. We believe this work sheds
light on the emergence of chirality transfer and will have
significant implications in various fields, including asymmet-

Figure 4. Wavelength-dependent plasmon-induced chiral growth of
AuNCs. SEM images of (a) a 100 nm-sized AuNC seed, and RAuNCs
after growth under RCP illumination at (b) 565 nm and (c) 640 nm. (d)
Single-particle scattering spectra of RAuNCs under RCP light illumina-
tion at 565 nm and 640 nm. (e) Corresponding single-particle CDS
spectra of each NC displayed in (b) and (c). (f) Ensemble CDS spectra
of each NC shown in (b) and (c). (g) HE mapping images of a model
AuNC seed under LCP and RCP light illumination at 565 nm (red) and
640 nm (blue). (h) HE generation rate for the AuNC seed. (i) Chiral
RAuNC and achiral AuNC models for theoretical simulations. (j)
Computed normalized scattering cross sections for the chiral RAuNC
and achiral AuNC. (k) Computed CDS cross sections for RAuNC and
AuNC.
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ric synthesis, chiral catalysis, chiral metasurfaces, and
chirality sensing.
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Unraveling the Chirality Transfer from Cir-
cularly Polarized Light to Single Plasmonic
Nanoparticles

The chirality transfer from light to matter
was explored by proceeding with the
plasmon-driven chemical reaction in-
volving chirally distributed hot electrons
with achiral Au nanoparticles and circu-
larly polarized light. The chiral light-
matter interactions were unraveled by
circular differential scattering spectro-
scopy at the single particle level and
theoretical simulations.
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